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Foreword
We always say most problems would disappear if we could put ourselves
in others’ shoes. Sometimes it is not easy. There are many things we don’t
understand, but people are people wherever this book can be read and
Budy has a lot to say. That’s why the English version of what he wrote had
to be done. Let’s give his words a voice! We do know you won’t feel the
same way he does, but thinking about it is a must.
Kabetimi
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Budy
I’m Budy. I have got cerebral palsy. But I am not sick. Cerebral palsy is
a brain injury and it usually occurs during childbirth. In my case it was
caused by the lack of oxygen, because of the amniotic fluid I swallowed.
I am not sick, this is the way I am and that’s it. I have many physical
limitations: I can’t talk, I can’t walk, I hardly use my hands, I can’t dress
myself, I can’t have a shower or eat on my own. I am forty-seven and the
list of the things I cannot do is endless, but I’ve been quite independent
and lived alone for 20 years.
This is my story. My life. The life of a guy with CP (cerebral palsy) whose
body has failed, but not his head.
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Strange that I’m not smiling in this photo. I say it is strange since I often
smile. It’s one of my characteristics, as well as the incapacity to speak,
the spit that falls down from my mouth and my horn-rimmed glasses.
My smile is one of my characteristics. I smile at life. It’s a way of being,
an attitude. And I believe it is a great virtue that has allowed me to see
everything from a positive point of view. Sometimes I think smiling is a
gift. I was born with limitations yet with a grin from ear to ear which has
helped me to live. It’s a big advantage. That’s why I find it strange seeing
myself so straight-faced because I was a happy child. Mum might have
told me “aho hori itxita” (close that mouth), mine was always open and
full of spit.
There he is. Nobody expected anything from such a boy. Nobody except
the family. Nobody except my mother. Who would say this child was
going to work for 22 years, have his own home and travel so much! Who
would say he was going to write a book! Oh! I’m moved. I am proud of
seeing how far I have come.
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My family
This is my family. Family, what a great word. It has been very important
in my life. He who says the opposite, has missed a great treasure in life. I
wouldn’t be what I am today if they hadn’t been there. Thanks to them, I
am who I am. I think each of them has helped me in one way or another.
They have helped me without knowing they were doing it. Some of them
have done so in an active way and others, by doing nothing in particular.
That’s life. You learn from everything; I mean everything, whether it be
good or bad. It is hard to believe. It is hard to take in, but it comes down
to knowing that the most important lesson in life is to keep on learning.
That’s why I am always alert. Alert to what they tell me. Alert to what
happens around me. And, mainly, alert to myself, especially to my reactions, my way of thinking, of feeling, and of doing.
But I’m getting sidetracked here a little bit. What I wanted was to talk
about them, about my family (in bold letters). They are the greatest thing
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in my life. I am not just a person who has CP, but Jose Manuel, another
member of the family. My mum did not think twice about who I was
when she said, “Jose Manuel! Mahaia jartzera!” or, “Jose Manuel! Set the
table!”
And yours truly, like all kids that age, tried to get out of doing chores by
saying, “Okay, Mum,” time and time again and Mum would end up yelling, “Jose Manuel!!!!!!”
My father was from Getaria, from the bar called “The Getarian” nonetheless. He was a man who was the product of his times. He did not know
what family living was like in that he was in the bar all day and his father
only came home at meal times. That is the way it was, so what he experienced in his childhood was what made him who he was. He got married
and carried on in the same manner.
He always treated me with kid gloves, even when I needed adult ones.
He never accepted the fact that his son had CP. In his eyes I was always
a child at two, and at ten, twenty and thirty. His tone in speaking to
me was as if I were a child and it never changed. There were occasions
in which this seemed insignificant but, in fact, it was not. For instance,
when my brother and I were about fifteen or sixteen, my father gave him
500 pesetas for pocket money but only 200 pesetas to me. I rightfully got
angry about this and he explained that he had given me less allowance
because I could get into the cinema for free. My mother and I felt these
types of actions were not fair. When he came home with presents for me,
for no special occasion in particular, he undid all the progress my mother
had made with me in teaching me to become an adult and to behave as
such.
We didn’t see eye to eye, but I now know why he behaved like he did,
and, in one light, I understand. But, above all, I know that he always
loved me very much and, probably, everything he did was to shelter me.
I was not a person with CP for my brothers and sister. Usual were the
times when we fought like all siblings do. The quarrels always stopped
when someone said, “I give up,” but before saying that, we would have
preferred to have gouged out an eye (figuratively speaking, of course).
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I was simply one of them, with the universal understanding that I had
my limitations, that is for sure. My brothers and sister knew all too well
that I could not run and that I had special needs. This sometimes caused
friction. One day, when my older brother was around six or eight years
old, he asked Mum, “Mum, don’t you love me?” and she replied, “Why
do you say that?” The answer was, “Because you help Jose Manuel to eat
and dress himself and not me.” My mother was crushed. She had time for
each and every one of us, but my brother noticed that she dedicated more
time to me. It is difficult to explain to a child that his brother has CP and
needs more attention. It is very difficult to understand. That’s one of the
prices that my brothers and sister have had to pay for me.
During my adolescence, things had changed. My brothers and sister each
had their own groups of friends and we only met at home to eat and
sleep. Our relationship had its ups and downs. There were laughs as well
as tears. I had my problems, my frustrations, and of course, they often
bore the brunt of them. They clearly remember the problems I gave them,
because of one thing or another. I made them cry, and, many times, we
didn’t understand each other. My sister, Ainhize, confessed to me she
had hated me and even wished my death more than once. It crushed me
to hear my sister say such things, but I guess I made her feel that way at
times. The good which has come from all of this is that we have aired it
out, expressing our emotions, without hiding what we think and feel.
And now, over the past few years, we have a nice relationship. She always
says, “Actions speak louder than words.” I will try not to disappoint them
ever again.
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Mum
I literally owe her my life. If it weren’t for her, I would live without living. She was firm with me, very firm. A doctor told her that she had to
be totally endearing, yet, at the same time, give me tough love. And she
did. She never insisted I talked or ran. My mum knew that I could never
do these things. But she taught me to eat by myself, get dressed, and go
to the bathroom alone.
My full name is Jose Manuel Mancisidor Olaizola. I was born the 12th of
January of 1964, in Zumaia, a town on the Guipuzcoan coast in the Bay
of Biscay. I’m the middle child (the second one of four): three boys and
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a girl. Well, let me set the record straight. There were five of us, but my
sister, who was born after me, died of spina bifida when she was eleven
months old. Nowadays people who have this condition manage to live
their lives, but such was not the case in our times. Her name was Maria
Juncal.
My mum, Miren, quickly realized that I was different than the others. I
didn’t do the same things that my brother could do when I was his same
age. She was the one that spent, day in and day out, time with me and knew
that something did not settle right. Was it women’s intuition? A mother’s
instinct? Surely it is both of these (along with being of strong character,
having the ability to see the writing on the wall and, above all, accepting
the hard truth). Others, at best, would have denied such reality by saying
that there was nothing wrong with their child and he was simply slower
than the rest in learning things. Others, surely, would not have noticed
those tell-tale details. Some, at best, might have recognized their child was
different later on, which would have been much too late, though.
I was lucky to have the mum I had, although the rest of the family was
not so sure about that then. What’s more, they were convinced that she
was paranoid. That is, until the day came when she (stubborn as only
she is, and, as a last resort) showed some photos of my brother and I to
my dad and uncle, Cruz Mari, to compare. They were photos in which
we were the same age. My brother’s head stood straight up whereas my
head was twisted to one side. It was clear that something was not right
(it makes me cringe when it is expressed as “not normal”) in terms that
I wasn’t moving along at a proper pace. It was then they decided to do
something about it.
I was 18 months old when my mum took me to Madrid. We went by
airplane, which, at that time was an adventure for anyone. She was pregnant with Maria Juncal and we went with her sister, Maria Luisa. My
mum is a courageous person, and, contrary to what many people may
think, she had faith in her son from the very start. She knew that, despite
my limitations, I was capable of living a normal life. Nearly normal, that
is, as close to that as possible. Normal within the framework of what we
understand most people do.
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We came back from Madrid with an orthopedic device that I had to use
when I slept. Well, it was supposed to be put on for me to sleep; but it
made sleeping nearly impossible. The device in question had steel parts
that put pressure on my knees to keep my legs straight. Torture. That is
the only word to describe it. My mother says that I used to cry all the
time when they put the device on me and that she, in turn, cried for the
pain she saw me going through. But, in light of everything, she would
not take it off because she knew it was good for me. In hindsight, I know
how strong my mum was at that time. She bet everything on one number.
She paid no attention to what people said about her. She took no heed
of what her husband or sisters used to say. She knew, deep down, her son
would be okay, and time eventually showed her that she was right.
One thing is for sure is that she was the worst thing in the world in my
mind at that stage of my life. She was constantly on me, “Manuel, your
knees!”, “Manuel, you are drooling at the mouth!”, “Manuel watch your
posture and keep your bottom in!” I was slapped more than once. It
didn’t matter whether we were, alone at home, outside, or in the middle
of a crowd. The villain was Miren, the mum who hit her poor boy. What
would happen nowadays if we saw a mother treating a child like that?
She was a mum who slapped a child who has CP, to make matters worse.
My dad was the nice one. He didn’t yell at me and he gave me everything
that I wanted. When I asked for a dog, I got a dog. When I asked for
a doll and its stroller, I got it. When my mum saw what was going on,
she rightfully got angry because all the hard work she was doing went to
waste. Even in the face of this, she kept working to make me stronger. I
have to say that she gave me love, and lots of it. I got to where I am today
thanks to my mum. I cannot thank her enough for that, ever.
She always said, however, “I prefer to cry today, than to see him crying
tomorrow.” Of course it was not easy for her to hit me. When I fell asleep,
she sat at my feet and sobbed. She still tells me today “Manuel, you don’t
know how much it hurt me to hit you when you were young and it
often happened for no specific reason but just from all the stress which
overcame me. Forgive me.” It hurts me to hear this because thanks to her
slaps, and the love she gave me, I am who I am.
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Hiking in the chapel of San Lorenzo, with my father, Cruz Mari and
my sister Ainhize. My brother Jose Antonio would not be too far, and
my mother, as always, present in my life, even in the shade, as in this
case, taking the picture.
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My first time
In my day, no one knew much about cerebral palsy. There weren’t any
associations like ASPACE. My mother was my only teacher. She saw I
wasn’t dumb. She knew I recognized each member of my family. She also
noticed that when she gave me things, I took hold of them and played
with them, so she gave me all types of things to stimulate my interest
and see how I reacted. One day she brought a chalkboard home. A very
big one it was, like the old green ones that used to be. She put it in the
middle of the living room and taught me to read, write, and do Maths on
that chalkboard, when I was eight or nine years old.
And she didn’t teach me more because she didn’t know how to. She was
a housewife who had only finished grammar school and who tried hard
to make sure her son, Manuel, learnt the same as the rest of her children.
My mum wanted to give me tools to get on in life. And boy she did.
We did physical therapy every day. She bought an exercise mat and put
me on the floor with it to do with me the exercises they had taught her
in Madrid. This blue flower-printed mat was perfect for a child. It was
something that more than one kid, even nowadays, would want to have
at home. I wore a cloth nappy (because disposable ones like there are
now weren’t around) to do floor exercises. At first she just moved my legs.
And of course, it hurt me and I started crying because stretching tendons
hurt. After that, she taught me to crawl. She was told that if I could
crawl, I would very likely be able to then walk. And that was exactly
what had happened. I started crawling. What a joy! I could go all over
the house, switch on the TV alone, tease my brother and get into more
antics. Crawling was a revolution for me! I also went out on all fours to
play with other children. I was a bit more independent!
I remember one particular afternoon when I was with my mum at home.
I was playing in the corridor, and my mother was working around the
house. Suddenly I placed my hands on the wall and stood up. I started
to walk towards her without holding onto anything. My mother, astonished, wept with joy. She picked up the phone and started phoning ev-
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erybody about the good news. “Jose Manuel oinez hasi da! (Jose Manuel
has just started walking!)” It was as if she had won the lottery. The truth
is, she really did win the lottery. That was my first time I was on my own
two feet.
We lived in a ground floor flat which had a patio in the back. My father
set up some parallel bars for me so that I could walk along them and
strengthen my legs. My mother had me practice walking there every day,
except when it rained. If it was cold, I did so with a coat, hat and scarf. If
it was hot, I was there, wearing a T-shirt and swim costume. That’s how I
learnt to walk. I was five then.

On a day trip in Saturraran (Gipuzkoa). Once more, my mum is
ever-present. Though she is not in the photograph, she is the one who
is pressing the camera button.
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Child’s Play
I was born in Baltasar Etxabe Street in Zumaia. The Apestegis were our
next door neighbors. The mother of this house, Joxepa, is what my mum
always thought of as her second mum. When my mum was tired, Joxepa
would say to her, “Miren, bring me your child and rest a bit.” When she
left me with her, my mum would do the housework. It is here and now I
would like to express my gratitude to the Apestegi family and especially
to Joxepa. Thank you from the bottom of my heart.
My childhood wasn’t very different from any other child’s. When I was a
year old, we moved to San Jose Street. It’s a small and modest neighborhood,
surrounded by green hills and farmhouses. At that time, San Jose Street was
unpaved, and, a stream flowed down the mountain and crossed the whole
street. We used to collect branches and stones and would make dams with
them.
Although I started to walk at the age of five, I crawled out to play with
the other children. And of course, my knees would be full of cuts and
bruises from crawling on the ground. But my mum was happy. She wanted me to be like the other children and when she saw me playing, she
realized that the other children accepted me like any other. That was important for me, but even more for my mum. After all, I was only a child,
and, from my perspective I wasn’t entirely aware of my limitations yet.
However, for my mum, who struggled day after day to see her son make
progress, for her, I mean, it was very important to see I was accepted by
the children of my age. Seeing me arrive home with bruised knees was the
least of her concerns. On the contrary, that was a sign that I had played,
or that I had had a fight, or that I had tried to make a dam. Those bruises
were the best signs of everyday living. And for my mum, this day to day
living meant happiness.
I remember that we used to play Cowboys and Indians with the sticks
we had collected from the mountain. With small knives we would carve
the wood to make guns, as well as the bows and arrows. I did what I
could with my hands and there was always a friend who was ready to
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help. I liked to play with tops, even though I could never manage to spin
them. When I did get one to spin, everybody knew how happy I was for
I turned into a top myself and danced and danced, non-stop, spinning
around because of my achievement. Marbles, football cards, slingshots,
it didn’t matter what the latest game was. I participated in every one. I
never stayed back. I thought of myself to be like everyone else, just one of
many, and my fancy-free spirit lead me to try, over and over again, each
and every one of those gadgets.

Camp in the Sierra of Urbia, 1972, at the tender age of 8.
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In San Jose Street I was just another kid on the block, but with my differences. I remember one day we were playing ball and an old man took it
from us and said, “I’m not giving you the ball. I’m going to pop it.” A boy
pointed to me and replied, “It is Jose Manuel’s ball. It is his.” It seems that
the man felt sorry for me and gave it back to us. The ball was not mine,
but at that moment this boy came up with a good excuse and we went on
playing as if nothing had ever happened. I didn’t mind that he had used
me. In the end we all are used in one way or another, and we all have
and play our best suit of cards. Surviving is fundamental. For ourselves
as children, the ball was our treasure. And the man who felt sorry for me
had no idea that he, in fact, was the one who had been tricked.

In San Prudencio,
Getaria. On an
excursion with ASPACE.
Boy we had a ball.
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Pee on Me and Colored
Popcorn
When I was seven years old I had a setback. It was the year 1971 and Dr.
Bibiano Olaizola recommended my parents send me to the Niño Jesús Hospital in Madrid. I had a terrible time. It was psychological torture I will
never forget. And I won’t forget it because, among other things, I don’t want
to forget it. I’m one of those who think that you have to remember all your
experiences in life, whether or not they come as good or bad. I would be
lying if I said that my life has been a bed of roses. I would be lying if I said
that my life has been a nightmare. That’s life, with its ups and downs. And
I like to think that memory is a kind of spider web in which most of our
experiences are trapped. And I say I like to remember all of them because
they are all part of me. You dwell on the good ones and learn from the bad.
In Madrid my experience was terrible. Early in the morning they used
to take us to the pool, then to the physiotherapist and after that, we had
class. So far it sounds right on, right? And really it doesn’t seem too bad.
My parents also believed that a routine was going to be helpful. Wrong.
Nothing could have been further from the truth. I wanted to join in like
all the other children, but the teacher wouldn’t let me. He thought that,
as I couldn’t speak, I was moron. The thing is that I sat with the rest of the
children but with one small difference: All my friends had books, except
me. I also wanted to have my own book and notebook. I was seven years
old and I could hardly realize I was being belittled, but I did realize that
what was happening was not right. The rest of the children had fewer
physical limitations than myself. Most of them were facing the challenges
that Polio had left them to deal with.
The bottom line is I had a bad time. My teacher made fun of me and
classmates played tricks on me. For example, they poured urine on me
when I was asleep and later called the nurse to tell her that I had wet myself. How did the nurse react? She bawled me out. On another night they
threatened to whip me with a belt and made me go to the girls’ room.
When the nurse found me there, what happened? She bawled me out.
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At that time I didn’t have a slate with letters on it for me to point to in
order to communicate with the others and I could say nothing. However,
I was able to explain, by signs and noises, to one very honest nurse in particular about what had really happened. She alone, armed with patience,
finally knew the truth. She asked me to forgive her and bawled out the
rest of the children. This nurse was very endearing to me. The simple act
of stopping to listen to me was a boost for me in that I was so alone in
such a horrible place.
My parents phoned me every Sunday afternoon. I would start crying as
soon as I heard their voices on the telephone. I had a horrendous time,
but all the same, I couldn’t wait until Sunday came around again so I
could “talk” with them once more.
It was a good thing there was a very sweet nurse who loved me dearly.
She brought me colored popcorn and every afternoon she took me to the
kitchen with her and gave me milk and biscuits. And I was the only one
she did this for. She was special. A few years later, I saw her two or three
times in Zestoa.
When my mum came to the hospital to take me home, she was taken
aback at my state. I was dressed improperly: I was wearing trousers which
were not mine, one of my socks was longer than the other one, and the
only things that were mine on me were a sweater and boots. I returned
home to Zumaia in worse shape than when I had left. I wet myself, I
could hardly walk, and I fell down easier than before. I was hopeless.
My stay in the Niño Jesús Hospital was 34 days long, from November to
December 1971. I still have the hospital invoice which records the exact
dates. Each day cost 260 pesetas, amounting to a total of 11,280 pesetas.
That was a tremendous sum of money 28 years ago. This invoice, to this
day, remains outstanding in the hospital accounts payable department.
My parents did not pay it, seeing that no real services were rendered to
me.
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On wheels
It was the day when I saw a two wheeled bicycle without its owner (who
was my neighbor) that I made the most of the moment to raise myself onto
it and start pedalling. That was an unforgettable experience. I realized that I
was progressing beautifully and this was much faster than walking!
My sole aim and desire was to have my own bicycle. In my eyes, having a
bicycle was like having wings. I could walk, yes, somehow, but I was slow.
What’s more, I would tire easily. That’s why I say that those wheels were
my dream. Just as Daedalus, who built wings for himself and his son,
Icarus, to get out of the maze where they were imprisoned, I, too, in the
same way, wished to ride a bicycle and do the same thing. When I turned
thirteen years old, I asked my parents to buy me one; it was a tricycle.
My wish had come true. At first I didn’t leave my street. Simply going to
“Basadi” (the next neighborhood over from mine,
called Aita Mari, where
I had lived since I was
twelve) was an adventure.
I will tell you an anecdote
about the 1977 elections.
My parents went to vote
and left me at home playing in the street on my
bike. Well, I had a little
accident and broke my
left arm, as you see in
the photo. These things
happen. Life is like that.
The way I see it, I could
have broken my arm, leg
or head simply by having
walked in the street.
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The truth is that the bike literally became my legs. I could go anywhere
with it. If I had to go to Donostia, I went by bike. I simply put it on the
train and I rode all throughout the capital on it. The onlookers watched
me in amazement. Seeing a boy like me on a three-wheeler wasn’t a usual
sight to see.
One night, in 1984, we were celebrating my friend’s birthday at her house.
During dinner, someone came up with the idea of going out dressed up
in costumes, and, we all decided to go. We took whatever we had to make
a costume and in no time at all were ready to paint the town red. I was
dressed like Gandhi. It was summer, on the 28th of June. When we went
to pubs, I always left my bike outside. In one of them, we stayed longer
than usual, because there was a lively atmosphere and great music was playing. And we danced on and on. When we went left the place, the bike was
missing. At first I didn’t take it seriously. I thought a friend was pulling my
leg. Nevertheless, when I saw the worried expressions of those around me, I
knew it wasn’t funny at all. “Budy, your bike has been stolen,” they told me.
And really, it was like that. It was 4 or 5 in the morning and at that time
of night, I couldn’t do anything. The next day, we reported the theft, and,
the following week, the bike turned up, intact. By then I had just ordered
a new one, because without one, I was stranded. It just so happened that I
managed to be the owner of two bikes in a week’s time.
Those three wheels were my legs until I turned 33. I had to stop using the
bike because I began to feel fatigued, have back pain and I frequently fell
down. So, I decided to change my bike for an electric wheelchair. It was
a tough step to take, very tough indeed. Many years of my mother struggling to have me walking on my feet had gone to the wasteside. It was
evident I needed the chair. Just as beginning to crawl, walk, and ride my
bike gave me freedom to move on my own, I had the exact same feeling
when I got my first wheelchair.
It gave me independence and speed of movement. And convenience, lots
of it.
The hilly areas in the town were no longer unknown to me. I could go
to the top part of Zumaia where the town hall and market are located. I
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discovered many places where I had never been before, or, at best, I had
gone there by car or on foot with the help of someone. However, I was
exhausted by the time I got there, so I couldn’t enjoy what I was seeing.
My wheelchair let me see and visit wonderful places such as the Gautxori
and San Miguel neighborhoods. The first time I went up to San Miguel, I
fell in love with it. And I had done so when I was alone. I had been there
many times with my parents but we had always gone by car. My first
climb to San Miguel in a wheelchair was magical because I could hear the
birds singing and the sound of the stream. It was fantastic!

I could go anywhere on my bike with my friends.
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Camp Arkaitz
In the 70 and 80s, there was a scout group called Arkaitz. It was a teen
group that went on day trips with disabled teenagers and children. This
group was from Donostia. I don’t know how my parents found out about
it but they signed me up. I was about ten years old. We used to meet on
Saturday afternoons. My parents would take me there at 4 pm and pick
me up at 8 pm.
We used to go to some centers where we played, dressed up in costumes
and sang, among other things. Sometimes we went on weekend excursions, and, in the summer, to a summer camp for a fortnight. It was a
blast for me. My parents had some time off to relax as well. During the
first few years, the camp was held in the Saturraran Seminary, located
between Mutriku and Ondarroa. The only thing was, though, it did not
have facilities for disabled people.

On our way to camp, singing happily (that is, those who could sing)
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In fact, I remember that the stairs which went up to the rooms were very
steep and there were people that weighed a great deal. Some of the campers, Iñaki and Adolfo, for example, were lifted by four camp counsellors.
The first time I went to camp, I cried because I was homesick for my family, so the counsellors took me for a car ride to help me get over it. It was
then that, funnily enough, we were stopped by the Civil Guard Police.
For as long as I live, I will never forget that day.
During the following summers, we went camping in Navarra, in a place
near Urdiain (beside Alsasua) and Ancín (near Estella). I did not realize
it then, but now I know how courageous we were. We, quite disabled
kids (and some of us pretty limited), went into the woods and camped
outdoors without water nor electricity.
I hold very fond memories of that time in my life. The counsellors were
young, and, without making a fuss about at the degree of disability you
had, accepted you. There were kids who had C.P., or polio, or progressive
paralysis. I think the work done by these organizers was admirable. Camp
Arkaitz helped me leave home and become more independent. By the
time I was thirteen, I went on my own by train. There was a counsellor
waiting for me at the station when I arrived. I also returned on my own
by train. With this independence, combined with my limitations and being only thirteen, I learnt to make do for myself. You do it, and, as you do
it well, it gives you the self confidence to continue, and this, in the long
run, makes you stronger.

On Saturraran
Beach with my
fellow campers.
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In Degurixa, a summer camp I went to every year at the end of July.
I first went there when I was eight and did not miss a summer until I
was forty-four.
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A Coffee Break in the
Nude
When I was eleven years old, I went into Aspace (also known as the Cerebral Palsy Association) in Eibar. At that time the director’s name was
Peli. I remember that my mum signed me up there but they didn´t call
me. So one day, after a meeting, she asked Peli directly why I didn´t get
into Aspace. You see, there were children that had signed up after me who
were already attending the center. My mother was tough with him and
shortly after that I got in.
I used to go with Victoriano Aguinagalde, who was from Zumaia. He
had a family car, an orange one at that, model Simca. Before collecting
me he used to go to Donostia to pick up a lady, named Marina Barcos
(I still remember her surname) and, on their way back, they picked me
up. When Victoriano retired, I used to go with Toni, who was from Renteria. First he collected a Claudio (a boy from Azkoitia) and me. From
Zumaia we would go to Mutriku to collect another three boys and go
from Mutriku to Eibar. In the afternoon did the exact same route, but
the other way around. It was a real tour of Gipuzkoa just to get to Eibar!
If I tell you the truth, I don’t have fond memories of the place. I spent
five years there, where I learnt therapy, physical therapy and we received
primary education classes. The sessions meant we had to take our clothes
off and then dress ourselves again. One day a therapist told me “Jose
Manuel, take your clothes off. I’m going to have a coffee and I’ll be back
in no time.” I took my clothes off and waited. She didn’t come back for
an hour! I was freezing cold but I didn’t dare put my clothes on because
I was afraid that she would think that I hadn’t taken my clothes off. On
other occasions, they had me buttoning my shirt buttons all morning
long when they knew that I couldn’t do it.
Is it so difficult to set up alternate activities for people who cannot button
up a shirt? Presently, I wear shirts with buttons but they are already buttoned up and I pull them over my head as if they were pullovers. What
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is more important for a child: To learn how to bottom up a shirt and to
spend hours doing so, or, to dress himself in 5 minutes? It goes without
saying that the second one is more important.
There were many things I didn’t like. For instance, the staff sent us off to
do an activity and then spent the rest of their time knitting and chatting.
When the cat is away, the mice will play. On Wednesdays, when Doctor Alonso made his rounds, they worked with us heart and soul so the
doctor could see how well they treated us. In more than one instance I
was about to say something to the doctor but I did not dare to because
I feared repercussions.
One summer there was a mini-course about Cerebral Palsy in the center
itself. I met new people and we became close friends. By that time, I was
about fourteen or fifteen. With this group of people I felt good because
we worked together with ease and it was a far cry from the way the staff
in the center had worked with us.
Those who were in the mini-course gave me a board which had a black
background and white letters of the alphabet and numbers printed on it.
The staff at the center, however, did not allow me to use it because they
said that I had to learn to speak. I had an overwhelming feeling of having
my hands tied, figuratively speaking. Any chance I had, I would leave
and join the people from the mini-course and this meant that I received
more than one bawling out from the staff of Aspace. By then I was fed
up with Eibar. Those who I had started with, who were my age and in
my group, were beginning to leave. To their credit, I did learn things in
Eibar. I learned to read and write better and to dress and undress myself.
But my time there had come to its natural end. There was nothing else
it could provide me with. I had learned more about myself inwardly and
therefore needed a change.
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With my mates in Eibar, one day during Carnival.
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A “Budy” is Born
It was a glorious day when I was transferred from Eibar to Donostia. When
I saw all the people from “Arkaitz” I was excited. “Arkaitz” is a scout group
of disabled people from Donostia that I belonged too. I was going in the
right direction. Novelties are a double-edge sword. On one hand, you look
forward to a fresh start in a new place with new faces, and taking new paths.
Going from Eibar to Donostia was a big step for me. First, I was moving
from a town to a city. Second, I was going to be with people of my age, and
not with younger ones as I had got used to being with before. But, on the
other hand, change is formidable in the sense that you do not know how you
are going to adapt. As the adage says, “The grass is always not always greener
on the other side.” Therefore, when I saw that I knew almost everybody who
was in Donostia, it was a tremendous relief for me. It was a good sign.
I immediately realized that the relationship between the kids in the workshop and the staff was very different compared to the one in Eibar. It was
warmer, they spoke calmly, and you could explain your matters to the
counsellors.
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We used have a debate club twice a week. The group had been set up
some two years earlier.
In that group we expressed our perspectives on life, that is, how we felt in
the workshop and in society. Initially I felt a little absent and lost with the
vocabulary that people used. There were words that I had never heard,
such as to “have an effect on” or “to support an idea”. At home we spoke
in Basque yet, we spoke more simply and childishly in Eibar.
I believe that was a big jump from being a kid to being an adult.
All of us who were in Aspace when we were kids have more or less the
same feelings: We were afraid to speak to the staff, including talking at
home about the things that had happened to us, for we feared the wrath
of the counsellors.
Javier Garcia is, and was, a counsellor, but, at the same time he was responsible for the association of adults of ASPACE in Gipuzkoa. He told
us how society had evolved towards people with a disability and it is
incredible to see how disabled people were looked upon as being “beings” without being seen nor heard to being just another regular Joe in
the group. He always said that I looked a lot like Woody Allen, mainly
because of the horn-rimmed glasses I wore and my wildly tousled hair.
Of the cuff, he called me “Budy” which is the Spanish pronunciation of
“Woody”, and gradually, the whole school knew me by this nickname.
I liked it so much and became familiar with it that one day my mother
called to tell me something and asked to speak to José Manuel, and they
hung up on her after explaining there was not anyone by the name of José
Manuel there. To this day, my closest friends call me “Budy”.
The Donostia workshop meant a great deal to me. It was then that I began to accept myself. Before, I wanted to do what the other kids of my
age did. In Donostia I realized that this could not be. I had some physical
limitations and had to live with them, like it or not, for the rest of my
days. It was very important for me to be in the discussion group that I
had mentioned earlier. It helps to have a place where you could openly
talk about matters and where you knew the people in the group had had
similar experiences to yours. That was a tremendous step forward for
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me. Everyone has fears, hang-ups and flaws. Finding people you identify
with, and being with those you can confide in is worth its weight in gold.
Being yourself, without trying to deceive anyone, and, even more importantly, not fooling yourself, is a lesson well learned and a price tag cannot
be put on this. In Donostia I found myself. I accepted my weaknesses but
also discovered a strength within. Learn to love yourself as you are.

The lasting friendships I made in Aspace.
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Studies, what on earth
for?
Everybody, including Javier, Eloy, and Raquel, wanted me to study. I
didn’t feel like doing it nor did it make any sense to me. I could kick
myself now. I preferred to make baskets, tapestries, and sand woodwork,
that is, handcrafts which required less mental effort. In short, I felt like
doing whatever, except for studying. I did try to study once, it’s true, but
I soon got tired and gave up. I used to think studying was not made for
me. I could already read and write, add, subtract, multiply and divide.
I knew the basics. That is, what I thought were the basics for life. From
that point on, the idea of having to study, make an effort to understand
the subject at hand and memorize it to take exams was cumbersome.
What I really wanted to do was live and, at most, make things by hand.
In hindsight, I really think I was a fool to have missed the boat to study
and at least, graduate. I regret not having studied much. It is a shame.
In fact, later I tried to graduate at an adult education school in Zumaia,
but I had to give it up for various reasons. One of them was that working and studying at the same time was very hard for me. I went to bed
at 1 or 2 o’clock in the morning and got up at 7 a.m. almost every day.
I did that for three years. That is, until one day when I got sick and had
to completely drop out of the classes. But the frustration of not graduating is still there. Not for having the academic qualification (the diploma)
itself, but for having a general knowledge about things, like, knowing in
what style a monument is built. I do not know if I’ll graduate one day.
Anyway, your ship comes into harbour once in lifetime and sometimes
we are so far from the dock that we just do not feel like running to board
it. There’s really nothing you can do. When my ship sailed past me, I was
looking the other direction.
But what was really rewarding were the group discussions. I truly felt
fulfilled by taking them. I loved to participate and talk about all kinds
of topics. Time really flew by then. Looking back, I think I was quite
the know-it-all. Well, in fact, I was a terrible know-it-all. I liked being
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the center of attention. If they needed someone to speak on the radio, I
quickly raised my hand. If they called from the press to interview someone, there Budy was, ready and waiting. I guess I was quite immature in
that sense, meaning having that urgent need to draw people’s attention.
At best, it simply might have been that I felt important and useful. Who
does not want to feel useful? I thought, and I still do, telling my experiences could help people like me. And, in that light, I sincerely thought
that my experience was not more valid than others’, but admittedly, I
gave the others little chance to share the limelight.
I was the fastest at that, at raising my hand and making my mark in the
media world.
But the day came when I had to leave Aspace. I had mixed feelings. I felt
quite happy there. I could carry out some of the counsellors’ tasks, such
as laying the table and running some errands. On some occasions, I even
had to take one of my mates to the toilet. That vote of confidence was
very important for me. But I did need a change. I was really sad to have
to leave so many wonderful people that I had met and who had helped
me mature. These were people who treated me like an adult. I still visit
this center at least once a year and I’m always welcome. That is a good
sign, isn’t it?
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Independence at Last!
I used to take the train on a daily basis at 7:00 in the morning to go to
ASPACE in Donostia. There were people who criticised my mother for
sending me on my own. There is always someone who has nothing better
to do than to criticize (as if they were perfect and as if they knew the answer to everything). I know that we are not supposed to take these things
to heart, but sometimes we do. It hurts when people pass judgement on
you without knowing the full story. It hurts when idle minds wag their
tongues; nothing good ever comes of it. As you grown older, you learn to
accept the blows, but even so, I would love, at least for once, that people
would see the progress I have made, thanks to people like my mum.
Thank goodness there were people, despite receiving criticism, like my
mum, who helped me to be who I am now.
On the bright side, it just so happened that by commuting to Donostia, I
got to know other people as well. My fellow passengers were Xabier, Iosu
Uranga, and Nerea. We were just another group of students who were
on their rush hour commute to school. Trains then were a far cry from
what they are nowadays. There were wooden seats, dim lighting, and they
jostled about a great deal more than they do now. Although they had
their particular charm, they were, frankly, rather uncomfortable. There
was always someone who would lend a helping hand and we had countless adventures. As we always moved from our seats when the train was
pulling up to our station, it was at one of these moments that such a
memorable adventure took place. I was holding on to the bathroom door
and it opened up when the train jolted to a stop, and I unfortunately hit
my head on the rim of the toilet. Personnel and passengers alike came to
the rescue by moving the train forward and searching for my glasses, but
to no avail. They were, in fact, in the toilet bowl. Anyway, the anecdotes
are endless but more importantly, we felt we were just one of the others,
that is, a group of students who went by train every day to study. I loved
that feeling.
But what I loved even more was the time when I used to stay at in Portuene Street, in the Antiguo neighbourhood of San Sebastian. It was a pre-
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cious time for me and very rewarding on a personal level. The daily commute by train to Donostia left me exhausted at the end of the day. My
friend, Joseba, was studying Education there at the time and he shared a
flat with some others, namely Jokin, Marijo, Koldo and Ange. One day
I asked my mum if I could spend a week with them and she wouldn’t let
me, of course. She had a thousand reasons for saying so, starting with my
clothes and meals and the list went on. Being forty-seven now, I understand why she did that, but at the time I was a rebelling nineteen year old.
I wanted to leave to the nest, and I could not wrap it around my head
why she would not give me the chance to put the fruits of her effort into
practice. It so happened that we tried asking once more and managed to
get her to let me spend one night a week there, on Thursdays. And we
had the perfect excuse. Every Thursday there were peace marches held by
Artesanos de Paz in the Gipuzkoa Square and, sometimes, Taizé meetings
in the Santa Maria Church, located in the Old Quarters. She had run
out of reasons to deny me this time. She agreed and the battle was over.
I was a triumphant winner. It is true that mum has always given me the
freedom to do whatever I wanted or could, but the fact of being able to
sleep over was a landmark achievement.
The only flatmate I knew was Joseba. Although I had seen Jokin (who
was from Orio) only once, I was acquainted with him because Joseba had
raved on about him. It just so happened that the first Thursday I went to
stay the night, neither one of them was present there. I had attended a
silent peace protest and then got the bus to go to my “new pad”. I don’t
remember if I was daunted by the moment but I suppose I was, it being a new circumstance and new faces. Only the girls were at home and
Marijo cooked me a French omelette and hot chocolate for dinner. What
a precious memory.
I ended up making some lasting friendships in Portuene Street. Jokin was
a pleasant surprise for we became close friends. On Thursdays, when I
went there, I slept in his bed and he, on the floor. I loved hearing him talk
about Saint Francis of Assisi. I also got to know my pal Koldo there, who
endearingly called me by the name, “Gudari.” To this day, he still calls me
by that name. I hope he will do this for another twenty-five years. Julio
Maiza did not live in our flat but often hung out with us. He was an all
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around good person and simply nice. Again, I made some great friends
and lived a wonderful part of my life in Portuene Street.
It was a treasured time of my life. Every Thursday, a group of us would
meet up in the Gipuzkoa Square and stood there in silence for peace. After that, it was off to the flat to spend the night. I loved those nights. We
used to talk and listen to music. Sometimes, Joseba played the guitar and
Koldo played the flute. It was a pleasure to hear them. The song I loved
the most was called “Laura,” written by Luis Llach.
This Portuene Street part of my life taught me how to be more responsible.
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This is a photo taken of my friends from Portuene Street, practically
twenty years later.
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Faith
I believe in a higher being but I do not know what it is, whether it be
God, nature or the cosmos. I do not know.
In my Portuene Street days, I was very religious. I remember going to
youth group meetings organized by a French monastic community called
Taizé, which welcomed all types of people by providing a refreshing and
innovative approach to helping people learn more about the fundamental questions in life. It is a medium which seeks freedom through silent
meditation, prayer and does so with an attitude of assurance without
being fearful in an attempt to find our inner self. The truth is that I honestly do not know how I came across this group, whether it was because
I believed in God, or was searching for something, or just because these
people accepted me as I was. This was of the essence for me: who people
are is what I value most. I dare say what is true for me is also true for
many of us. When it comes down to it, we all are social creatures who
need to be understood, loved, and accepted.
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I have grown up and learned to love myself through the love and care
that others have given me, namely people like Joseba or Jokin, who also
participated in the Taizé meetings. One of the more interesting activities
was a European Youth meeting, which is held at the end of the year and
in different cities in Europe (namely Paris, London, Barcelona, Lisbon,
Zagreb, and Warsaw). I liked those meetings. I especially remember the
first one. Never will I forget that New Year’s Eve in Paris.
There were thousands of young people from all races and creeds, sitting
in silence in meditation on the floor in the Notre Dame Cathedral (the
pews were removed). When the clock struck midnight, we began to sing
“Nada te turbe,” an embracing song which led us to do exactly that to
everyone who was there. It didn’t matter if we knew the person or not:
there were boys and girls, without any hang-ups nor prejudices. It was a
touching moment. Priceless. Paris holds a special place in my heart. That
New Year’s Eve and those embraces will never ever be forgotten. Nor
would I want to forget them.
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I hope I have illustrated the point of how religion has been fundamental
for me, especially because of the people I have met. It has given me those
basic values which are so important in being a person. I like to do what
is right for people. If I can help with anything, I will be there. Case and
point: the idea of this book arose because I am convinced that through
accounting my experiences, I can help someone out who finds himself in
the same situation.
I would have to say though that the Catholic church does not have much
for people like me, that is, at least when I was young. They treated disabled people as if they were the poor. We had to be “resigned” to what
has been dealt out to us. You had to accept all misfortunes. I detest that
word. If my mother had been “resigned,” I would be a vegetable today.
My definition of “resigned” means that God wants us to be this way and
we have to accept that. Nonsense! As if we were born to have to handle
everything which came our way. To the contrary, I think we constantly
face barriers and obstacles in life that we have to learn to get over. This is
the struggle. It is what life is all about, that is, growing, getting better day
by day, and having the knowledge that, if you want to, you can.
The same cannot be said for the church. When I was eight years old my
parents went to the Father (I think his name was Don Teodoro) to find
out when I could take my first communion with all the other children, as
logic would have it. He did not allow me to do it then, under the auspices
that he did not think I had it in me. I ended up taking it when I was fourteen instead. One thing is how a child would feel about not being able
to take his first communion with all the other kids his age, yet another
thing is having him do it when he is a teenager, surrounded by nine year
old boys and girls. I still cannot conceive how my parents allowed this to
happen, especially knowing what mum is like. Anyway, it is a small blessing that things have changed.
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My First Communion, which I took with Cruz Mari, my brother,
and his friends, who are four years younger than I.
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A Career Man
I was twenty years old and tired of going back and forth to Donostia. It
was time to change. I needed a fresh outlook on life, in short, new challenges. I wanted to be fulfilled as a person so I talked to a social services
worker in the town hall of Zumaia, and she helped me to look for a job
and that sounded great to me.
We went to a company in Orio. We were received by the manager. That
“gentleman” didn’t even give us the opportunity to introduce ourselves.
All he said was that he did not have a job for me. There wasn’t work for
a disabled person like me, with “brain damage.” What would he know
about that! So many pre-conceived notions there are in this world, and
how little patience we have. Even more disappointing is how little we listen, think, and reflect on what we do before we act. The manager of that
company did not even let us go into his office. He asked us to leave at the
door. The social assistant and I were astonished. He should have tested
me to see what I could do with my hands. Nothing whatsoever was done,
not even that. “Why waste time?” this manager would have thought. He
was by no means a professional and had nil in terms of humanity.
That incident was a hard blow for me. I knew that it was not going to
be easy to find a job. It is not for anyone, in fact. But that treatment was
humiliating. All those hours, which turned into days of work, discussions and self-improvement in ASPACE went down the drain with a
simple and inconsiderate job interview, that is, if it could even be called
an interview.
It just so happened that on one fine day, a person from Zarautz asked me
if I wanted to work for ONCE. At first, I told him I was not interested.
The job sounded as if I were a street beggar. I admit to having my own
pre-conceived notions. But my mum talked me through it, in accepting
the job, and I eventually did. I wanted to be financially stable. I wanted
to learn new things and have responsibilities and that is why I accepted
something that, at first, I did not want to do. I accepted. It was a good
thing I did, for I have never once regretted it.
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A month later, while I was in Loiola in an ASPACE carpentry workshop,
Tere, who was the person in charge, broke the good news to me. Mum
called there to say I got the job. At first, I couldn’t believe it. I had to call
my mum back to make sure. It was true! I was going to start working in
ONCE on 17 February. I started hugging all the counsellors, and asked
one of them, whose name is Bitto, to buy pastries for everyone. It was my
treat, of course!

Spreading the good fortune (or at least, trying to do so).
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ONCE
February 17, 1986 marked the first day of the rest of my life. At the beginning I felt out of place and insecure. I thought people would buy lottery tickets from me because they felt sorry for me and that they weren’t
really interested in the lottery at all. Working under that idea was against
my principles. But I was twenty-two years old and it was time to look
towards paving my career path. It was a once in a lifetime opportunity
and this time I knew better than to miss the boat.
It was a unique experience. In the beginning, people so were surprised
when I gave the correct change back that when they went to my mother’s
codfish shop, they would say, “Your son is very intelligent. He gave me
the correct change.” And my mum replied, “My son has always been intelligent, but it is hard for people to believe he is clever.”
My parents felt relieved when I started working. I cannot count the number of times I have heard my mum say, “My only wish is that Jose Manuel
dies half an hour before I do.” I know this is horrible thing to say, but my
parents were very concerned about where I could end up. She did not say
that seriously, but it was, in part, true. There was not anything for adults
like me then as there are nowadays. When I started working at ONCE,
my parents saw I could manage on my own, so they were at ease.
On the other hand, when I started to have cash in my hands, I got used
to having it and spent many hours selling lottery ticket in the street. I
also made my mum work until one minute to nine in the evening, just
before closing, in order to send back the tickets I had not sold. You can
get hooked on money as well as any other drug can. And you can do
things you regret, in hindsight.
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Home Alone? Perish the
thought!
At the age of twenty-five I learned that all the employees who work for
ONCE could apply for low interest, easy payment mortgages, so I decided to go for it. That is, buying a flat. At first the idea was to invest
some of the money I was earning. My family encouraged me to jump
into this, head first. The moment was right. I shopped around to see what
was on the market and I put a deposit down on a flat which was under
construction and had a lift, that being the most modern of conveniences
at the time, you know.
Little by little, and in keeping with the finishing touches of the building project, I started to picture myself living on my own, myself in my
own house. Alone, keeping in mind I would have to have my meals and
housework done by a housekeeper or by my mum. It sounded great. And
I began to look forward to it. At the same time, though, I did not bring
up the topic of my own flat at home because I knew that they would not
let me. Surely they would bury the idea. However, I asked the builder
to adapt the house in keeping with my needs, in other words, one with
wide doorways so a wheelchair could pass through easily. At that time,
I walked, but I thought ahead and also made sure that my friends could
drop in and visit, regardless of whether they needed a wheelchair or not.
Living alone became an obsession of sorts but in the good sense of the
word. I went there every day to see how the work was coming along. Just
merely being there, in that place, within those empty walls made my
heart skip a beat. It was an utterly new feeling, like a child in a candy
store. Buying that house allowed my life to move in leaps and bounds.
It was MY house, which I was going to pay for with my work. The place
where I would dwell. I would be leaving the nest, provided I could break
the news to my parents. I was sure they would reject the idea. They would
say so, with a big, fat, NO. I was convinced they would be worried about
what would become of me if something happened when I was alone at
home.
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Almost all parents feel that the best place for their offspring is at home,
by their side in the nest. Imagine what parents would think if their son
had a disability.
One day I finally gathered up the nerve to fly the coop. I couldn’t put it
off any longer. My excitement faded when I thought about how to break
the news to them and I imagined their reaction. I had planned each and
every word I was going to use, and had reasons to support my argument.
To my surprise, they attentively listened to me, and, when I finished my
discourse, they flat out agreed. I stood there, stunned. I was so convinced
they were going to refuse my request that I even heard the word, “No.”
They knew I had to live my own life and, if I was sure of myself and
wanted to live on my own, then I could. I was floored by my parents’
reply, especially with my mum’s. She was the one who encouraged me
to take the first step forward. My dad, however, stayed his ground and
thought I would be better off living with them.
Leaving home was a smooth transition. I did not leave all at once. First,
I left home on Saturdays. I had a mattress and a radio but I was comfortable with that. It was the closest I had ever felt to being a rich man, even
if I had a few things. It was the mere satisfaction of knowing this was a
job well done. Words cannot do justice to the satisfaction I had of rising
to the challenge. There is absolutely nothing better than this, I mean,
feeling good about oneself. Then I began to stay there on Saturdays and
Sundays. I made the most of having the weekend off to spend more time
to dress myself and things of the like. And that is how I flew the nest,
once and for all.
This move was the buzz of the town in Zumaia. When it came down to
it, once more, everyone had to put a word in about my life and my family’s. People could not fathom how I could live on my own, that is, dress
myself or shower. Their comments fell on deaf ears in our family. We
were doing no harm to anyone and it was an important step in my life. I
could take care of myself and I would not be a burden to my family in the
future. Save one thing. I went to mum’s house to have lunch and dinner
and a housekeeper did my household chores. Nobody is perfect, right?
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All of us need a break in life, including those who have Cerebral Palsy
or persons who are disabled in any way, shape or form. Each and every
one of us needs a shot at our life. Starting from childhood, it is essential
that a child be like all the others and play with children his age. If he
cannot walk, he cannot be the forward in a football team but he can be
the goalkeeper. And, if that is not possible, he can boost his team from
the sidelines, being the loudest one in cheering them on. What matters is
that he is part of the group in his own way, being himself and having the
chance to use his attributes. Everyone. I mean, each and EVERY one. We
all have assets, in some ways and liabilities, in others.
The same philosophy applies to teenagers. If they want to go out, then
they should go out. Parents are always concerned that something could
happen to them. This is a given, a fact of life that we have to let run its
own course. This fear is what all we “normal people” have to face and
get over. This is a universal concern. What parents have to do is instill
confidence and strategies to
allow their children to rise
to the challenges in life.
In my mum’s case, it was
hard on her to let me live
alone, and she would rationalise, “If it doesn’t work
out, our door is always
open and his bed is ready
and waiting. If I do not give
him this chance to fly, all of
us will never know if he can
live on his own or not.”

Taken in the kitchen of
my house, where I lived
for twenty years.
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On My Soapbox
My bike and I did not get on well with the sidewalks in Zumaia. They were
absent of ramps so I decided that I had to do something about it. At the
tender age of fourteen, I went to the Town Hall to file a request to install
sidewalk ramps. The truth is my real intention was to pave the way for the
local authorities to see how ramps would improve the lives of everyone,
ranging from people in wheelchairs, to cyclists, or even to those who used
push-chairs for their children. Today it is a common sight and practice to
adapt buildings and streets for disabled people, yet it was a different story
in those proverbial dark ages and I had to get on my soapbox.
My request, however, utterly flopped at the town hall. They thought I
was being whimsical and came to the assumption that I was a literal
fool. I was thought not to be of “normal” intellectual stature. But I did
not give up. Seeing that I was getting nowhere with them, I decided to
change strategy and started to write Letters to the Editor in the newspaper. The town hall was fit to be tied. They assumed that my mother had
written these letters, but such was not the case. Their line of thinking
would have been, “Surely, Jose Manuel is too dumb to have written those
editorials.” My mum was not the one who wrote those. Ironically, she
found out for herself that I had written them when she read them in the
newspaper. Although I had ruffled quite a few feathers in the town hall,
when the dust settled, I managed to get some things done.
The medical center (which was formerly a train station) found itself facing
the real need to install a lift in so its patients could reach the surgeries on the
second floor of the building. I wrote a petition and went out to find support. I managed to get 3,000 signatures for it. I did this all on my own. One
day I took the signed petition to the Town Hall so they could come up with
a solution to this matter. Months later, after not having received a reply, I
followed up on it by going there to enquire about its status only to find out
it had been parked on a shelf without even having a date of entry stamped
on it. That hurt so much that I asked them to return the petition to me. I
still have those signatures. Perhaps one day they will be of some use. I realize
I had lost that battle. It was an unfair reason for losing, but I lost.
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Around 1994 or 1995, I do not exactly remember when, I wanted to set
up a disabled persons’ association in Zumaia. The aim of this group was to
stand up for our rights, not only in terms of accessibility in the town but
also establishing a means to make the general public aware of what disabilities are, and how to deal with them. Those who were actively involved in
the group were four townspeople and a social services worker, and we met
on the last Tuesday of every month. I personally believe that this arrangement was bound to fail from the start, for meeting up once a month is not
enough, to say the least. That said, anything was better than nothing.
This association lasted a year and a half. In that time we managed to get
things done that one person alone could not have managed to do on
his own. For example, ways to the Aita Mari cinema and Itzurun beach
were installed. Both were milestones. The group, however, dwindled to
its natural end. I would dare say it happened because interest in these
matters had gone flat. Only two of us ended up attending the meetings
so we decided to let it go. Even though the original intention of forming
the group did not turn out like I had imagined, it was definitely worth
setting up.
Nowadays, I think that public access in Zumaia no longer has the same
types of barriers it had in those days. I mention this point not to receive
a pat on the back, but to
state that most important
obstacles in moving about
have been removed, and
nowadays, I have a smooth
ride all the way to the lighthouse. There is nothing
stopping me. Keep in mind
there are still new trails to
blaze, though.
With obstacles like this,
many people could literally
break their backs.
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On a day trip to Lourdes. I burst into tears when I saw people who were
almost vegetables and could not manage on their own. Even though I have
significant limitations, seeing myself on my bike made me feel as if I were
Miguel Indurain (the Spanish Tour de France champion).

I Am All Ears and No Voice
If I were a super-hero, I would like to have just one superpower: the power of
speech. Communication is essential. My inability to speak has kept me out
of a great deal of opportunities, not only when I have to relate to people on a
day to day basis but, more importantly, it affects the first impression people
make of me before they can really get to know my true self. I would humbly
cherish being able to express my thoughts through speech. I would then have
a better chance to deal with the day to day battles of life.
Not being able to speak out loud for myself leads the average person to
jump to the conclusion that I cannot think nor reason, let alone, feel. In
said circumstances, you end up becoming practically invisible. This commonly held notion is still ever present in today’s society.
I have known nothing other than this. When I used to go out on the
town with my age-group when I was young, topics of conversation came
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up and I always wished I could take part in them, and just be another
member of the group by being able to give my opinion or even argue my
point. But the conversation would move on so quickly, that when I was
going to say something, that something had already gone by. By then,
what I had to say would have been out of place. People think, talk and
act so quickly that there is no time to stop to look at what my fingers are
saying on my letter-board.
Nobody has the patience to “listen” to my fingers. Most do not even perceive what is going on. You end becoming practically invisible and you
hone in on listening to people. No one is at fault. I, in many ways, understand. This is what happens at a family meal, for example. This society
moves at such a fast rate and we do things in a split-second that we do not
stop to smell the roses, or, in this case, to listen. I became a soundboard
for those who spoke to me.
The cards I was dealt did not give me the chance to speak. I think there
are some times when people, those who can speak, do only that. Speak.
Nowadays nobody listens to anybody. We hear but do not listen. Patience
is nowhere to be found. How can there be patience to listen to a boy with
Cerebral Palsy who cannot speak?
Even though you understand it, the hurt still digs down deep. Understanding is brought about by acceptance, but all the same, it stings.
Think about the comments which are made about me in my presence.
Mothers say to their children, “If you do not behave, I will send you off
with Jose Manuel,” as if I were the Boogie Man. When I hear this I feel
like going to those mothers and explaining what Cerebral Palsy means
and telling them that I adore children. Yet, unable to express myself in
said words, I have to put up with their words and move on. People mistakenly think that I do not know what is going on. On the contrary, I am
highly aware of what is happening and it pains me.
The inability to speak is unbearable. I have always said I would far more
prefer to speak than to walk. I know that making comparisons is unjust, but
I am sorry, that is the way I sincerely feel. He who is in a wheelchair but can
speak is able to express his feelings, ask for help, and even say where it hurts
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if something happens to him. I, on the other hand, if I fall, am picked up in
any way and manner, and then I try to “say” where it hurts.
People who are in a wheelchair but speak, can precisely communicate
with all kinds of people, their children included, if such were the case.
At one time, I could walk. If I had been a father, at best, I could have
played football with them but I would not have been able to read them
bedtime stories nor talk to them about lessons in life, while we went for
a leisurely stroll.
Having no voice is one of the most daunting limitations a human being
can ever have. That is what I live in first person.
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My Own Soundboard
Using a letter-board turned my life 180 degrees. I went from communicating through gestures, sounds and movements to doing so through
letters. It was literally my soundboard. It is unbelievable how the chasm
of communication narrows or widens merely by having, or not having
it. It was not smooth sailing the instant I got it. People I came across did
not have the patience to stop and read what I had to say, but it is true
that it did pave the way for my doing many things and I feel much more
self-assured in having it with me.
The first one I had was a wooden one which Joseba made. That board,
though, only had the alphabet and a question mark on it. It did not have
numbers, signs, nor whole words. The letters were etched on it by an iron
nail. It was then varnished. It was a work of art in itself! Later on, another
one was made for me and was engraved on an aluminium plate which
was crafted in a workshop in Zumaia.
I also used a Canon typewriter. It was the piece of cutting edge technology in the 1980s. This writing machine printed out a slip of paper which
had the words I wanted to say on it. I liked it, but not everyone had the
patience to wait for me to finish writing, and it did not help matters that
I am a perfectionist. I like to do things right, so if I wrote it incorrectly, I
started over again. The point is, I was not very fast with that sophisticated
system.
What I have now is a far cry from everything else. It was produced by a
computer and it has more things, such as numbers and high frequency
words, like “Yesterday,” “ Tomorrow,” “Mum,” “Dad,” “Brother,” “Sister,”
“How Many,” “When,” “Mobile” and “Email.” In sum, there are things
that make communicating easier.
Before using a letter-board, my existence was like a flimsy raft in the eye
of a storm. The gale winds swept any of my attempts of communication
away. With my letter-board, though, I learned to use it like a surfboard to
ride the storm. Learning to be brief and cutting to the quick when getting
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the message across was equally important and people now only need to
show the slightest of patience with me. It is a question of intuition and
knowing how to listen. If, for example, we are talking about the weather,
and I point to the letter “C” and then point to “O”, it is logical to assume
that I am saying, “It is cold today.”
The metaphorical surfing on my letter-board has made it infinitely easier
to sail through the high seas of communication and get to the shores of
understanding.
Take mobile phones, for example. I had longed for one from the very
moment they came out. Yet, at the same time, I knew that if I could
not speak, a mobile phone would be of little use. I could not resist my
desire for one, and, one fine day I decided to buy one. I thought at least
it would serve the purpose of having my mum being able to know where
I was at any time or anywhere. Little by little, I began to immerse myself
in the world of text messaging and a new channel of communication
was opened. I could now make plans to meet up with people without
having someone doing the intermediary work on my behalf. By sending
text messages, I could easily communicate. The mobile phone freed me.
Nowadays it is like my wheelchair in that I do not leave home without
it. What is a pity is that they are becoming increasingly smaller and more
tactile sensitive, and that means I cannot use them.
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Daddy
I’d have liked to have been a Daddy. I love children. They are the best part
of life. This photograph was taken when I was holding my eldest niece.
She is now fourteen years old.
When I was in my thirties, adopting a baby often came to my mind and I
imagined raising a child and everything it encompassed: the feeding and
bathing, playing with him and teaching him right from wrong. I know,
with my limitations, though. I wouldn’t have been able to take care of
him and mum would have ended up doing all the work. I would not
have allowed that to happen so I rejected the idea. I would have loved to
have done so. There are loads of people who bring children into the word
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without a second thought, unlike those of us who would have wanted
to be a father from the bottom of our hearts. Life, however, or whatever
circumstance, did not deal this card.
Having completely accepted this fact, I relish being an uncle for my treasured nieces and nephews. They, ranging from fourteen to three, are absolutely wonderful. I think the world of them and they all love me to
pieces. This is worth more than all the riches in the world.

I adore my nieces and nephews. I have a blast with them. (From top to
bottom, left to right: Sara, Josu, Kaiet, Ander, Lide, Roke, Telmo and Izaro.)
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The Happy-Go-Lucky Me
I am a happy-go-lucky type of guy. This photograph was taken when we
were on a road trip. I don’t know where we were exactly, but the thing
is that I sat down on the ground and asked for money, pretending I was
beggar. My friends cracked up laughing and I had a brilliant time. I love
doing stupid things and making people laugh. It’s wonderful to feel that
people enjoy spending time with you. I never fell behind on this issue. I
took on the part. I had initiative. I learned how to candidly show who I
am. I am a birdbrain on one hand, a chatterbox to a good friend, on the
other.
When I say I am happy-go-lucky, I don’t mean to say I am a party animal.
I never took any interest in doing drugs, for example. In my group of
friends, some smoked joints but I was never tempted, save for a cigarette
once in a while after a cup of coffee on a night out. That is, I did what
is customary here. But I have never been swept away by drugs, despite
plenty of opportunities to have done so. There has always been, and is,
everything at one’s reach, but I have never gone down that road.
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What is true is there was a phase in my life when I drank patxaran and
rum and Cokes. On a Saturday night I could easily down three of these. I
obviously went home loaded. I drank to forget; I was so alone (how embarrassing, my goodness). This might have affected my physical demise,
not entirely, but it played a part. This was when I was in my mid-thirties.
I had pushed this truth under the rug, but in the end, the moment did
come when I had to go dry and start from square one.

I have always been, in my humble way, the life of the party. I love going
out to celebrate the local festival, known as San Telmo, in Zumaia. We
usually set up a street band, called “Festatxo”, and I play the tambourine
in it. I have reasonably a good ear for music and people can tell that I do
when they see me playing. I have a blast.
I am the life of the party in my own candid way and I chuckle a lot.
Speaking of which, I don’t know what will come of all this, but it is perfect therapy for me to realize that I have lived a “normal” life, irrespective
of my limitations. What have I got to whine about?
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Finland
1987. Joseba, who had finally made it to Finland after a nine month journey
on his bike, asked me if I would like to come visit him in summer. The idea
was that once he had settled in and found a place to put me up, I was welcome. I was thrilled with the idea. Finland, a country completely different
to mine, and the chance to visit it! I have always liked travelling, and learning about other ways of life. The opportunity that Joseba was offering me
was perfect. He knew my ins and outs and that gave me the push I needed.
In other words, I was not going out on a wild adventure.
I was so excited. I absolutely love packing. So, getting ready for the trip
was a real treat. Imagine this: If by chance someone saw me, he would
never have thought that I had ever left the Basque Country, and even less
likely, a person with CP. This person has travelled a great deal more than
most. The accounts of my trips and what I have experienced and learned
from them are further on. Now it is time to talk about Finland.
I had never gone so far. There was one small problem. The trains themselves at that time were not equipped with access ramps. Let’s face it. It
was out of the question to entertain the idea of taking the trip alone. The
fact is I could walk, my legs were still strong. I was in no physical shape,
however, to go on such a long trip by myself. I admit I am a bit mad, but
I am not crazy. I had my suitcase and wheelchair to deal with, but also
had to make several transfers from one means of transport to another.
Joseba suggested I take the journey with two friends of his from Vitoria:
Espe and Blanqui. Although I was weak at the knees at the thought of it,
I accepted their offer.
I had never met these ladies before and I had no idea how they would react to
my drooling and my gait. We had arranged to meet one Sunday in Zumaia to
get to know each other before embarking on our journey. That first date was
perfect. Those at home were supportive and encouraged me to go. They assured me that experience would be wonderful as well as enriching. After years
of being friends, Joseba knows exactly how I tick, and, the two girls from
Vitoria would be an added plus. It was all said and done: I decided to go.
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Little by little, we got to know each other. They got to the point where they
could understand me in no time flat when I used my board. It was not all
a bed of roses though. We had our first bump in the road when we were at
the station in Paris and found out there was a 12 hour layover for the next
train. My twenty-three year old frame of mind was: waiting there, doing
nothing, in a city like Paris (with all it has to offer) was a crime. I suggested leaving our suitcases in the baggage check and having a look around
the neighborhood. I mean, we didn’t have to go too far, but at least, get a
glimpse of Paris. The girls did not even entertain the idea and replied that
we had best stay put. We ended up sitting for 12 hours on a station bench.
It is only now that I admit that my idea was hair-brained. Now that I am a
seasoned traveller, going out in a wheelchair to a city like Paris at that time
would have been a major blunder. I was young and a novice traveller then.
I anxiously wanted to eat it all up. Ironically, it almost devoured me.
Another instance took place at the boat crossing to get to Helsinki. We
were on a ship which was like a city on water. It was ten decks high and
held shops, cinemas, and even swimming pools. My travelling companions, however, literally did not want to budge from the bench. After some
coaxing, I did manage to get them to go up a few decks and breathe the
sea air, but not much more.
Joseba was waiting for us when we finally reached our destination. The
moment I saw him I was back to my own self again and at ease. I was at
home. Nine months had passed since we had last seen each other and I was
overjoyed to see him again. Sylvia’s home is where we stayed throughout
our entire time in Helsinki. She was a friend of Joseba’s who worked as a
receptionist in a hotel and knew a lot of languages. The Finnish can usually
speak more than one language. Cool. Anyway, Sylvia kindly moved to a
friend’s house to leave room for us stay in hers. This gesture says a lot about
her. In fact, the last we heard of her was that she was in Haiti, where she was
leading an aid program in the aftermath of an earthquake. We saw her on
TV, in the thick of it, giving an account of what had happened.
I have many fond memories of my trip to Finland. One such instance was
when we visited Suomenlinna Island, a sea fortress from an UNESCO
World Heritage site. It is an island chain full of vegetation. What’s more,
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the very tip of this island has such rough ground that is impossible to
access it in a wheelchair. Joseba asked me if I would like to venture out
there on foot and I agreed. It was a 2 or 3 kilometer trail which I walked
alongside Joseba, my arm interlocked in his. It was a glorious moment.
The walk was stunningly beautiful. The sea straddled us on one side, the
vegetation on the other. When I sat back in my wheelchair afterwards,
tuckered out, I lifted my arms up victoriously, like those who have won
the Tour de France. I was overjoyed and felt triumphed in my achievement of having walked “so many” kilometers.
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Then, there was the visit to Mustasaari. It is a small island which houses
a youth activity center. They make buns, called “pulla”, in that place. I
absolutely loved these. They are cinnamon- flavored and scrumptious. I
remember that the grass around the center was cut close to the ground,
as if it were the pitch of a football stadium. And, last but not least, there
is a typical Scandinavian church.

Going to a commune in Vestervik was another memorable time. We
spent several days there and I even helped Joseba chop firewood. Well,
let’s say, he did the chopping, and I did the piling as best I could. I also
managed to use the wheelbarrow on my own. (For those of you who do
not believe it, look at the next picture for proof of it.)
And then there is my unforgettable experience of taking a sauna. I loved
it. We took a sauna almost every day and it did wonders for my lungs.
Once home again, my parents were pleasantly surprised to find out how
clearly I breathed with my cleaner lungs. In short, this trip was exactly
what I needed.
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Aunt Txisi’s Turntable
I like to cut a rug. In fact, I adore dancing.
We used to go to my aunt and uncle’s house in Zestoa every Sunday.
My Aunt Txisi (María Luisa is her name) would switch on the HI-FI in
the living room and my two cousins and I would dance on and on. The
turntable was the type which had built-in speakers on its lid. It was the
neatest thing.
If my memory serves me right, it played songs from a TV programme
from back then, in which some clowns sang, “Once upon a time there
was a circus which always warmed the heart!” To this day, I still chuckle
when I think of it. My grandmother Antoni, a great woman, would make
us a huge Spanish omelette and we would go home with our stomachs
(and hearts) filled.
My Uncle Paco was a tailor and he had his shop just below my Aunt
Txisi’s house. I remember how he used to take me there and sit me on the
ground. I was too young to walk still and he would scatter a box of buttons on the floor and say, “Put all the buttons back in the box.” I imagine
he did this so I would learn how to pick up things with my forefingers.
(I am getting sidetracked here by telling you about my childhood stories)
Back to what I was talking about earlier: I have a passion for dancing, and
for everything that is related to music, really. I especially like solo artists
who are songwriters, namely, Silvio Rodríguez, Pablo Milanés, and Joan
Manuel Serrat. Then there’s the music of my parents’ generation, like Los
Panchos or María Dolores Pradera. I also love tangos and classical music.
I think my taste in music is definitely dated. It goes without saying that I
have always enjoyed myself when I hear one of my favorite performers. I
don’t like house music nor rock and roll, curiously enough.
Music and dance is an outlet for me. When I was a late teen, our group
of friends went out on Friday and Saturday nights. As one night went on,
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we began to get into the groove and dance salsa and reggae. I was the first
to begin moving about.
Dancing is a curious thing, and even more so, from someone who has
cerebral palsy, like yours truly.
A funny thing happened when I was in Paris with the Taizé youth group.
In fact, it was a lesson in learning about the prejudices that people have.
The story goes like this: I was with Joseba and Jokin and we were horsing
around and they were swinging and swirling me in my wheelchair. They
had my head so far down that it was practically touching the ground.
Horseplay is like that, I mean, as if were a ritual, like the courting of
a tango, right? Taking my wheelchair, my “dance partners” pushed me
away from them. I rolled out, all alone, into the square, to find myself

For some, if this happened to them, they would take it badly. From
my view of things, it is a sign of trust and the joy of having fun
together.
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being snatched back quickly and tipped, turned and twirled around. I
was having such a blast when, out of the blue, a woman stormed up to us.
She bawled Joseba and Jokin out, accusing them of abusing me. I, who
apparently was, the “poor soul.” We told her that the truth was, we were
only horsing about and dancing. In fact, I was having such a ball of a time
when they were jostling me about. She was not easily convinced until she
saw my satisfied and contented smile. She then changed her tune, and
then it looked as if she were on the verge of breaking into dance with us.
That is what a wheelchair, and drooling, and not being able to speak, does
to people. You cannot break out into dance with your friends without
somebody thinking that you are being made fun of.
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Donkey-back Riding in
Morocco
It is undeniable I have travelled more than most people. I am lucky in
this sense. One reason would be that my friends encouraged me to venture out. My personality, which bravely crosses comfort zones, would be
the other reason. I have no fear in taking calculated risks. Fear. It paralyzes you. I have never wanted to be paralyzed, and worse yet would be if
I were overcome by it. I am blessed to have family and friends around me
who believe in me and love me for who I am. I am a tough cookie when
it comes to mental strength. It is definitely a virtue in life.
Who would have ever thought I would cross the Atlas Mountains on a
donkey? Well, I did just that.
One fine day it just so happened I received a call, asking me if I would
like to take a trip to Morocco. It was the year of 1995 and I had been
working in ONCE. “Morocco?” I replied. It sounded so unusual. Yet,
this time I dove in head first because I knew that life does not give second
chances on things like this. I recall we assiduously deposited our money
in a bank account that whole year. Pooling our money was a way to fray
the cost of the trip. Saving up little by little seemed to take less effort
than having to pay a lump sum all at once. What’s more, it gave us time
to work out the logistics of the trip. That is the good part of travelling.
You have something to look forward to before, during and after. The
mere fact of working out the every detail, anticipating what might happen, imagining other worlds, and placing yourself in different scenarios
is almost as good as if you were really travelling. It is understood that the
real adventure, though, is when you are living it, there, on the spot, in
a place at the very instant. And then there is the joy of reminiscing over
those times again when you tell your tales to someone, or even when you
glance through your photographs.
“We” were three people who have CP, two counsellors and a guide (who
was waiting for us in Morocco). Adrian Langara, a local from Elgoibar,
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was the guide. He was a great help to us. One of the counsellors was a
doctor. Prior to this trip, this doctor had set up a similar type of expedition to Russia, to Samarkanda, to be exact. He wrote about his accounts
there, in a book entitled, “There is a Samarkanda”.
I remember being in Marrakech, in a bazaar, where everything under sun
was sold: from fresh meat (hanging from meat hooks and covered with
flies), to slippers (in an array of colors) , to smoke pipes, to hand-woven
rugs, and spices, not to mention all types of scented oils and essences.
It was enchanting, as if it were part of one of those tales from Ali-Baba.
There is a characteristic local color to Morocco where the heat, the freshly-squeezed orange juice sold on every corner, and blind people singing a
few bars of a song to earn a Dirham or two (the Moroccan currency) all
blend into one. I was marvelled.
We were there for three days. After that, we crossed the Atlas Mountains
on donkeys. What an adventure! The two of us who have CP rode on
donkeys while the other one went on foot. There were stretches where
we were scared out of our wits. The trails were so narrow, the cliffs so
high, that just the thought of falling was terrifying. It was a sure death
if it happened. I cannot tell you, though, how enriching the experience
was. It was tough but well worth doing. Tough, I mean, in that riding on
the back of donkey is uncomfortable and the heat made matters worse.
Worthwhile, it was, in that we proved it could be done. Your self-esteem
soars. Nothing is comparable to accomplishing such a feat.
Once we had crossed the Atlas range, we came upon the desert. I remember we had slept in modest hotels and that was nice, but the best was yet
to come. When were on the part of the journey through the mountain
range, we slept in people’s dwellings. Each nightfall meant a new house.
We spent three nights in a desert long-tent. We spread mat outs on the
sand and gazed at the stars. It was beyond one’s best dream. I will never
forget those russet-toned sunsets, its people, their lifestyle and food. Morocco is a world unto itself.
Iñaki Bidegain, the doctor who accompanied us in the role of counsellor,
brings this journey to life in the book entitled, “The Sea of Sand.”
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Loveable
Me
I love this photo, the one
in the van. In August
1986, we went on a road
trip through Europe in an
old Volkswagen we bought
from a junk car dealer in
Zestoa. It cost us 300,000
pesetas. There were four
boys (Julio, Jokin, Joseba
and I) and a girl (Inés). It
was a very nice trip. We
spent the first night in
Sabadell at Tato’s (a friend
of Joseba’s) home. We immediately hit it off and became fast friends. I remember that we had a beautiful evening together. We dined al fresco and sang
songs by Luis Llach and Mikel Laboa. The night trailed on and on, just
like the song that says, “And the clock struck 10, and 11, 12 . Then 1 and
2... and 3...,” in short, we were up until the wee hours. The following day
we headed towards France, crossed the Alps and then into Italy, where
we went to Assisi and Florence. I think this photo was taken in Italy. I
slept inside the van, the others, outdoors. So you can figure it out for
yourself my sleeping quarters was a “suite” with a mattress and a sleeping
bag included. Luck was on my side! Sincerely though, what I appreciate
the most is being accepted for who I am, “warts and all.” I am not a fan
of having people change their plans because of me. I mean, I don’t want
them to not do what they had originally set out to do simply because I
am there. One thing is adapting a plan, but putting it off completely is
unacceptable.
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Fortunately I have many friends. People say I am loveable. It is simple. I
try to be myself and not what people expect me to be. This is one of the
biggest challenges for everyone. Being who you really are, out in the open
and candid.
There are times when we do not love ourselves for who we are, and we
end up focusing on what we do not like and long to change it. Some
changes do not necessarily come about, nor do they have to. Learning to
love yourself, with your virtues and shortcomings, is what it is all about.
Friendship is a staple in my life. It has made me accept myself for who I
am, allowed me to be with my friends on journeys as well as going out to
have dinner and drinks. They have always been by my side, ready to help
when they can. As the saying goes, “A friend in need, is a friend indeed.”
Friendship is placing absolute trust in the other and being able to confide
and ask for anything, including asking for help to going to the bathroom.
Friendship means giving. I believe I have been a good friend. I have been
there for those who were in need. They have faith in me in times when I
cannot find it myself. My friends, each and every one of them, have been
solid as a rock in my life. They have made my life as if it were like that of
anyone else. Sincerely, I can count my true friends on the fingers of one
hand, and I dare say that is true for most of us. I do, however, know that
they are always there for me. They are a blessing in that I know I am not
alone.
I do not want to sound ungrateful for the many other friends I am acquainted with, and that includes all of the people I have met through the
childhood cerebral palsy website on Internet. These friends are parents
who talk about their children who have CP. They tell me about their
ups and downs. The average age of these children is 4 to 5 years old. A
friend of mine in Zumaia has a son like me and she is the one who told
me about this website. I have been going strong with this, and five years
have flown by. The truth is I feel wanted and loved. When I blundered
by throwing myself in to the river in Zumaia (I will tell you about that
later) I received unanimous and non-judgemental support from them.
They have never pried nor asked why I did it. They simply encourage
me by saying, “Budy, do not give up. We look up to you.” People from
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Barcelona, Tarragona, Madrid, Seville, and even from places abroad, get
in touch to check up on others for they are truly concerned. I feel very
loved indeed for who I really am. This, in turn, makes me love myself
even a little bit more.

Paving the road to Italy, Basque-style.
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Love
I have always known that my chances of a woman falling in love with
me are practically nil. I have always been practical regarding this matter.
One’s physique, the challenges of communicating, the drooling: all this
stands in the way of falling in love. That said, I know of people who have
the same limitations as I do, yet, have a significant other. Aye, the impossible could happen though.
It has not been a big deal for me either not to have a girlfriend. I have
liked some girls, mainly friends of mine, but I soon realized that it was
better to end up without having a girlfriend than losing a friend. It was,
I must say, like rubbing salt in the wound when people tried to be witty
by saying, “Parts do rust if they are not brushed up once in a while,” or,
“If you don’t use it, you lose it.”
All jokes aside, these comments only reminded me that I did not have a
girlfriend and I wondered why they didn’t tease my other single friends,
and this truth stings.
Of course I have fallen in love, and more than once, for that matter.
I was head over heels for a girl from Tolosa. I met her in Taizé, when we
were in France. She helped me get dressed as well as eat. We talked about
everything under the sun and we kept in touch even after Taizé. I would
go to Tolosa and have lunch together with her family. I was walking on
air. There was nothing else I needed. I was really in love. I phoned her
every day. I was about eighteen then. I fondly remember that time of my
life as being one of the happiest. She then moved to Madrid to study and
we lost touch.
I had a rough time getting over her. She gave me neither her phone number nor address where I could write to her. Mum kindly advised me not
to get my hopes up because if it did not work out, I would be crushed.
Love is blind. We never kissed on the lips but on the cheek instead. That
was enough for me to make my day.
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How on earth would anyone fall in love with someone like me? We are
conditioned from childhood that we have to be perfect. Think about it.
There are dozens of types of dolls who can speak, pee, and even pee and
walk. There are others which are Caucasian, African or Oriental while
there are none who are in a wheelchair. This complicates things. I do
have to admit that I am the first in line of those who check out a woman’s

There is nothing like motherly love. This is true love.
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physique before anything else. I understand this is a contradiction in
terms, but I too was subject to the teachings of appreciating perfection
and beauty. Who doesn’t like beauty? There are, though, other virtues
that we have to learn to appreciate. What is basic in my book is that I am
treated like anyone else, that is, that I am spoken to, and listened to, like
all others. The girl from Tolosa did just that.
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A Birthday Present
I have always considered sex to be a natural thing, with its longing, wondering what will happen next, emotion and excitement, all wrapped up
into one. But at the same time, I have always been highly aware of my
limitations. I have done what any other developing boy does in puberty.
I have also gone to brothels on a couple of times.
The first time I went was as birthday present from my friends. As we
had talked about it on many occasions, my friends asked me if I wanted
to lose my virginity. They simply had suggested the idea as they knew
I was curious to no end. They asked me if I wanted to (not like those
who made the witty comments earlier) because they knew it would be
to my benefit.
One thing is true. What annoys me the most is the fixation that people
have about this topic. I know that sex itself is a topic of interest, but it
is blown out of proportion when it involves people with a handicap. At
least this is how I perceived it.
Sometimes people would stop and ask me, “Have you been laid today?”
or, “How many times have you taken a cold shower today?” I did not
know how to take it. Did they say it to be funny or are just downright
dumb as a doornail? Either way, it hurt. It hurt because I knew that these
types of questions are not asked so bluntly to people who do not have a
disability. What is a tried and true fact is that people think we are dumb
and we don’t realize what they are saying to us. Nothing could be further
from the truth. We do know what is happening to us and these types of
comments pierce like a knife.
Back to the rewarding experiences. That birthday present was a true gift.
Indeed, it took me a while to take the plunge, not in that I thought it was
something shameful nor sinful, but that it made an impression on me.
Why? I have yet to learn the answer. It might have been that if my mum
found out, she would be upset (in fact, the exact opposite was true). The
case is that, deep down, I wanted to experience it.
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There was a clear and concise plan that 12 January, “Today we are going to dine out and then have a go.” I accepted (we would see how the
cards would fall). I was in my mid to late thirties. It’s funny how I don’t
remember when exactly.
It was a beautiful first experience. One of my friends took the time to
scope out the situation and find out which one of the ladies was willing
to go to bed with me. He paid careful attention to how they looked at me
and reacted when they saw me in my wheelchair, myself being physically
mauled. He had a good eye for choosing the right woman. In fact, we
talked to her for some time and she confided that she had an autistic son
and perfectly understood how I felt and what I wanted.
She was pleasant and endearing to me and made me feel good. She gave
me pleasure and understanding. I left with a feeling of satisfaction that it
was the right birthday present to receive at that stage of my life.
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Like Squeezing Water
from a Stone
It takes a great deal for me to cry. I don’t know why, but it does. When I
do cry, there is no closing the proverbial floodgates.
One of the last times I cried was when I had pneumonia (I have had it
more than half a dozen times already). It was one day in January 2011,
when my sister and brother-in-law came over with their four children (aged
three, six, nine and eleven). My mum was there as well. She dropped by
every day. We were eating chocolates during the visit and the children were
playing. I was still weak and drooling. When I coughed, I spit up phlegm.
My two oldest nephews ran to get me some tissues and cleaned my face
without giving it a second thought. I was so touched. Youngsters, aged nine
and eleven, wiping the drool and phlegm from their uncle’s face. When
they had gone, I burst into tears. My mother couldn’t figure out what was
going on and wondered what had affected me so. “What is wrong?” I told
her the reason for my tears. She had also noticed how they came to my
aid. It was gesture which came from their very hearts. It is hard to put it to
words. I cried neither in sorrow nor in joy. It is inexplicable to me.
One thing is for sure, I am not a person who cries easily. I keep everything
in and then it all comes out unexpectedly. Here is what is inexplicable:
I am constantly hearing my own voice when I “speak”, but what brings
tears to my eyes is when I hear my voice on a recording. Could it mean
that I have a hard time hearing my voice on the outside? That is what it
is. It is like squeezing blood from a stone. I am aware of how others hear
me, and I answer back in sobs.
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The Latter Years in
Zumaia
I had a hard time the last few years I was in Zumaia. I saw how I was
going downhill, physically and emotionally, and could not face it all.
Overwhelming, it was, in fact. I realized that there was a time when I
once lived on my own but now I was totally dependent. It was a hard
blow. I had to change to another apartment because the one I was living
in was not adapted for the electric wheelchair. The one I was using was
too big for the place where I could live on my own. I felt like I was torn
away from my home when I moved into that other flat. It was an adapted
one as well. I never managed to get used to it though. It was situated
on the north corner of the building, which meant there was no natural
sunlight. In contrast, my previous home was situated in the south part of
the building and there was always sunlight. On top of that, having lived
in that house for such a long time, it had become my home. Having to
leave it affected me negatively. The only saving grace of my new place was
that it was adapted for wheelchairs. Everything else about it was worse.
As the saying goes, “It never rains, but pours.” As luck would have it, no
sooner had I moved house than I no longer had to go to work. I had too
much time on my hands and I began to dwell on the fact that my life was
getting worse.
I had nothing to look forward to in life and I could care less about everything. My mum, sister and brothers noticed something was awry and
said, “Something is not right with you. What is up?” What I was going
through was a hard blow for my mum. When I finished having dinner
with her and then went to my house, she would go to one of her other
children’s house to unload and cry. This is what hurts me to no end. I
made the person I love the most in this world, suffer. I will never forgive
myself for that. I had attempted suicide several times. I mean, “attempted,” in the sense that, the truth is, I did not want to die. Why did I do
such things? I have no idea. At best, it was to get attention yet I do not
know. In hindsight, what I do know now is that I was down and out. The
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people I came across in Zumaia were suspect that something was wrong.
Every time they saw me near the river, they would remind me, “Jose
Manuel, move away from the edge.” Many then called my mum. She
knew what was going on. One afternoon I rode my wheelchair down the
narrow and windy road to Getaria, in tears, in hopes that a car would hit
me or god knows what I was thinking (I am ashamed to even talk about
this). Someone saw me and called the police and some plain clothes police came in an unmarked car to follow me the whole way, without my
noticing them. It was only later that I learned they were following me. I
was on the left side of the road, facing oncoming traffic. When I saw a car
coming, I stopped (what a hair-brained thing to do).
When I got to Getaria, some uniformed police were waiting for me
and stopped me and requested, “Your identity card, please. Do not do
this ever again. Not only are you putting your life in danger but other
people’s lives as well.” I wanted to crawl under a rock. I couldn’t believe
I had done such a stupid thing. I cannot count the times I would climb
the hill where the chapel of San Telmo stands on a cliff, with the intention of throwing myself over (Gosh, this is shameful). But when it came
time to leap, thank God, I did not have what you need to have at that
moment.
But one day I did have what you need to do so. It was dumb of me.
It was in 2007 when I was given the status of being completely handicapped. I had been working for ONCE for twenty-two years and I was
tired of it. I would come home absolutely worn out and could not keep it
up. On the other hand, being classified as completely incapacitated at the
age of forty-three was an even harder knock. It was as if you were useless
at forty-three. I accepted because I was told that it was not easy to get said
status, and that I had nothing to lose.
I went to the doctor to defend my case. The doctor, very kind and with
a good bedside manner, diagnosed me as being depressed and put me on
medical leave. 19 November. I had to go through several medical board
reviews, and in July 2008, I was declared totally incapacitated. My family
was pleased with the decision, especially my mum. She said my future
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was now taken care of and that is the truth. But such a radical change in
such a short amount of time lead me into a deeper depression.
I was brought up to do things for myself. My mum had taught me how
to dress and shower myself and I lived on my own for many years. I could
take care of myself. But, all of sudden, everything began to change. It
took a tremendous great effort to get dressed. I had to get up at 6:30 am
to be ready by 9:30 am. I was tired by the time I had to set off. I truly
needed help and accepted getting it. It was a great advantage that someone could help me get ready and I could do so in half an hour instead of
wasting two hours’ time. The downside to this was that I could not do
things on my own, and this worried me.
In 2009 I went to Sabadell where my friend, Tato, lives. Ten years had
gone by since we last saw each other. I could read the fear on his face
when he saw that I was getting worse and I was frustrated to no end to
hear him tell me so. I realized then how needy I had
become.
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My Attempted Suicide
I was in a situation where I could not deal with what was going on. It
overpowered me. On 20 June 2009 I threw myself into the river in Zumaia. It was not a smart move, I admit. But, I did it, and what is done,
is done. What played a part in all this was my moving to another home
and feeling alone. My realization that I no longer could live on my own
did not help matters; I had to be fed, dressed and assisted to go to the
toilet. All these factors made a marked impression on my emotional state.
I could not handle it anymore and I threw myself to the river. I remember
that while I was falling into it, I knew I was making the wrong move and
instantly regretted doing so. It was a stupid thing to do, I know.
Onlookers jumped in to help me. It was a Saturday and the weather was
wonderful (one of those warm, sunny days). The sidewalk café at the
Talaipe restaurant was full of people. The walkway along the river was
packed with people as well. It was as if everything that I had bottled up
for years burst, and I instantly felt horrendously bad. So bad was it that
I did not care about anything nor anyone. That is why I took the leap,
wheelchair and all.
It took three men to get me out of the river. Once realizing I had done
a dumb thing, I had a nervous breakdown. My sister immediately came
when they phoned her. An ambulance took me to Donostia. Coincidentally this all happened the weekend that mum had gone to Marcilla
(Navarra). She never goes away and the one time she decided to do something for herself, I go and ruin it. A friend of mine phoned to tell her
what had happened. She was devastated, nonetheless. My sister, though,
told her that I was fine and not to worry and to enjoy the weekend.
In the emergency room, all types of tests were done on me. Once the
doctor had seen my lung x-rays, he informed my brother and sister that
I had a few hours of life left in me. My lungs were shot and would not
last for much longer. They, in turn, called mum to let her know I was on
the brink of dying and to come. Mum, at that moment, was visiting the
Olite Castle with my other brother and his kids. They got into the car
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and came at once. I can still see my sister’s face, with tears running down
it when she saw the sorry state I was in. She knew, though, I was not in
such bad shape. I was breathing as I usually did. Her alarm had vanished.
What the doctor did not know was that I have had six bouts of pneumonia, and that is why I had so many black spots in the x-rays of my lungs.
The doctor wanted to admit me into the intensive care unit for 24 hour
observation and discussed it with my brother and sister. They, however,
did not think I was that bad, but, if the doctor thought it was best, then
be it.
My mum and brother then arrived. The doctor was waiting for my whole
family to get there in order to talk to them. He told them I had hours to
live and the only choice they had, was for him to connect me to the breathing machine. If this did not work out, they would have had to perform
a tracheotomy on me, of which my mum flatly told the doctor that this
would not be done. She did not want to see me suffer and my sister and
brothers agreed. Their decision moved me. Not one member of my family
wanted to see me suffer even though I had put them through hell with my
antics. My mum, especially, is the person I most love in this world.
It so happens that I pulled out of this one. I was taken out of the Intensive Care Unit on Sunday at midday. My mother and sister, miffed to no
end for what I had done, came. I was truly in bad shape; I felt so ashamed
for all that had happened that I would not have cared to have died right
there on the spot. They were bawling me out and we were all sobbing. It
was one of those scenes in my life I will never forget. They then said they
were leaving, and, as I had managed to do what I had done by myself,
then it was only fair that I be on my own while recovering in the hospital.
It was me, myself, and I who had to face matters and reflect on what had
happened. It was a grueling time. I would not wish this on my worst enemy. I do admit, however, it was what helped me the most. In one way, I
deserved it. I realized how precious life is and the tremendous importance
my family is for me. They mean the world to me.
I also came to the realization that there was a period in my life in which I
was ill-behaved and selfish. I was a destructive person who could care less
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about the pain I caused for my mum and sister and brothers. It was all,
“me, me, me.” It got to such a point that my own sister hated me with
all her might. It was as if she had a derelict drug-addict for a brother at
home. Today is the day that you cannot conceive how much it hurts me
to think of how I made my sister, and family, suffer.
I have also come to terms with the fact I was like this with my father
when he was alive. I would scream and shout at him, bawl him out, and
even hit him for the way he treated my mother. It was beyond my control
and I could not deal with him. I hope that, wherever he may rest, he is
able to forgive me for my actions. I am truly sorry, Dad.
My sister loved our father to pieces. When she saw that I treated him the
way I did, she had such a bad time that she despised me. The things my
father said to my mother were cruel and I could not just stand there and
let it happen. It is true I had a short fuse and exploded at any slight he
made towards my mother. When my father died, the tensions settled but
the wounds were still open, especially so for my sister. We hardly spoke
and I knew I was to blame for it. Even though, I still kept on with my
making my family hurt. I now know the error of my ways.
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After hitting rock bottom, and dwelling in
the muck that lay there, I saw the light in
IZA. I literally managed to pick myself up
and walk on my own and take steps forward
with the help of these parallel bars, just like
the ones my father had made for me when I
was a child.
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Turning Over a New Leaf
in Iza
The first person who came to visit me in the hospital was Josu Uranga, a
dear friend of mine. We worked out several issues together, one of which
was the idea of my moving to an assisted living center to live. He pointed
out that it was in my best interest to do so, and that I did not have to
prove anything to anyone. I had done enough of that in my forty-five
years of living.
I was still not entirely convinced of the idea of assisted living. I have always been against it. I would say to my mum, “Mum, there is only one
thing I ask of you. Never put me in assisted living.” I had told her this
on countless occasions. She promised she would not do that, “Your sister
and brothers will look after you.” I know that she was being straight with
me, but, neither her, nor anyone, imagined that, at forty-four, I would
spiral the way I did.
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On another day, Xabier and Lourdes, the social workers from the local
government, came to tell me more about an assisted living center, called
Iza. It was a ward within the hospital called Matía. They suggested I live
there temporarily, that is, until my hip was completely healed. I accepted.
I was admitted into Iza on 1 July, with the aim of doing physical therapy
to get myself completely healed as soon as possible and be dismissed to
return to Zumaia. Upon arriving there, I sent a text message to my sister,
saying, “This is a prison.” I had a rough two months stay there. It was
as if I had had a bandage over my eyes which would not allow me to see
the quality of life that this center was providing me with. Everyone saw
the advantages of my being there. Everyone, save me. In the face of this
pressure, I dug my heels in deeper. If anyone said, “Yes,” I would stick to
my guns and say, “No.” I am hard-headed, as you can see. That place, I
thought, was not for me.
I felt so ashamed of what I had done that you can imagine what a rough
time I had. The psychologist in Iza, Amaia Zulaika, began treatment with
me. There was no way in the world I wanted to stay there. Dinner was
at seven o’clock sharp, bedtime at nine. How awful! I went from one
extreme of being allowed to do exactly what I pleased to not being able
to do anything. I did not want this change. Amaia assured me that things
were not like this and I could live my life just as I did when I was in Zumaia. I was resistant, though.
August came around, along with its celebration called “Semana Grande,”
in Donostia. Amaia told me, “Budy, you are free to leave the premises
and go out and see the fireworks. You do not have a curfew.” I was taken
aback. Even though I could do this, I wanted to return to Zumaia. Every
time I left to go see the fireworks, the thought of going to Amara and taking the train back to Zumaia crossed my mind. I managed to tell myself,
though, “Budy, don’t do this. You have hurt your family and mum too
much. Enough is enough.” I dutifully returned to Iza.
By the time September 2009 rolled in, I had decided to stay there for
good. I told Amaia, “I am staying in Iza.” I was in her office when I broke
this news to her. She then called Ana, Mari Jose and the people in charge
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of the nursing duties. I then saw that I was loved and appreciated. It was
a wonderful piece of news for my family, especially for mum. I only had
two requests of them: Christmas at home and a monthly visit to see my
nieces and nephews. Unanimous was their vote. I have no regrets whatsoever for having made the decision to stay there. As Amaia had explained
to me, I am now living my life just as I did when I was in Zumaia, even
better, perhaps. I am over the moon. I have everything I need: assistance
in bathing, getting dressed and eating. The train station is a stone’s throw
away to go to Zumaia. What’s more, I have absolute free reign to go out
with my friends for a meal or spend a weekend away with them. What
else could one ask for?
What’s even more important is I have peace of mind because I have an
in-house doctor and excellent nursing services.
I had a serious bout of pneumonia in January 2011. I was taken to another ward in the hospital. I got there while I was still wearing my pyjamas, so you can imagine the state I was in. This episode of pneumonia
was brought on by my inhaling food in my lungs.
At first it seemed like it was flu. I was in bed for a few days, in which I was
very well taken care of. The nurses were constantly checking up on me to
see how I was doing. I commend Iza for their professionalism.
Upon seeing that I was not getting better, I was taken to the Bermingan
ward. It so happened that I had a serious case of pneumonia. They had
told my mum that I was at risk of kicking the bucket. Luckily, I pulled
through.
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My family, once again, stepped up to the plate like true heroes and there
was always someone at my bedside. If it was not my mother, it was my
brother, sister-in-law or another person. Never once did they leave me on
my own. I was in Bermingan practically the whole month of January. I
was a mere fifty-five kilos when I returned to Iza. This is on the slender
slide for a person who is 1 meter 80 centimeters in height.
It was then that the doctor Cinzia suggested I use a feeding tube. I did not
want to do this. My reasoning was that it was a step in the wrong direction.
I sent an email to my sister saying, “Ainhize, something is up. Please come
when you can.” I needed to sound this off with someone before making a
decision. I sent this email around 11 am, thinking that she would call me
one day to meet up. To my surprise, it was that very day at 4 pm that my
mother, sister and youngest brother were standing there before me in Iza.
When I saw them, my eyes were filled with tears. We spoke with the
nurse since the doctor was not there at that time. He explained the procedure of using a feeding tube and what it involved, and, in the end I
understood that it was the right thing to do. Having eight bouts of pneumonia was enough.
Iza gives me peace of mind, fine quality living and a family atmosphere.
My relationship with the personnel is wonderful and we are always kindheartedly joking and pulling each other’s legs. I am, at once, dependent,
yet free, in Iza.

Getting on in life requires the right set of balls.
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If only...
My wish is not to be treated as if I were a child.
That I not be considered to be a mental retard and not know anything.
I would like the waiters and waitresses to talk to me directly when I am
having a meal with my friends, and that they ask me what I would like
to have.
How wonderful it would be if people took the time and used patience so
as to speak with me and actually read what I am saying to them when I
used my letter-board.
I wish I would see pedestrian crossings equipped with ramps, not to mention disabled persons access ways to museums, sports centers and cinemas.
I would like the society we live in to keep disabled people in mind and
that nobody spoke in terms of “normal” and “abnormal.”
It is my greatest wish that this book serves whoever reads it to know that
disabled people are able to do many things. I, as a child, played with my
sister and brothers and the neighborhood kids. In my youth, I did not sit
still. As an adult, I worked for twenty-three years. I was
also a home-owner and came and went as I pleased.
I am not saying that these things need to be done.
In my case, factors such as the type of person I
am, the support I had at home, my friends, and
whatever else, were the cards which were dealt to
me and what made all this happen.
Each and every one of us has to strike out and
live the life which is given to him, regardless of
whether he has this or that type, or types, of shortcomings. Nobody is free of not having one, absolutely no one. What matters is that one does not add
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fuel to the bonfire of his limitations. Even more importantly is that no
one should look at another through the looking glass of that person’s
shortcomings. If only this day would dawn.
I have a friend who lives in Zumaia who has cerebral palsy. Telmo is his
name. He cannot walk and barely can move his hands but he is on his
way of finishing up his second university degree. He first got his degree
in Education, with a specialty in English, and then went on to get one in
Pedagogy. I salute him.
Despite the hardships and problems I have had to bear, I like the life I
have lived and look forward to the future. Who knows? It just might
be next year that I enrol in an adult education course to graduate from
grammar school. This is one of those things that have been nagging my
conscience for a long while. Maths terrifies me. All those things such as
fractions and square roots do not serve any real purpose. Besides, these
mathematical operations cannot be done by using a computer. As these
things have to be done by hand, you can figure for yourself how that
would affect me. So, we’ll see. In my terms, the future is tomorrow.
Writing this book has led me to realize everything that I have managed
to do and I have written it because I needed to tell my story. I cannot
fold my arms and sit around and do nothing. I like challenges and being
active. I do not want to limit myself by plunking myself down in front
of the telly. This is not my style. As the lyrics in a Xabier Lete’s song say,
“Man benefits from being busy.” This is a fact.
Some may say I am mad as a hatter; others may say I am a hero. In my
hopes of not to being interpreted wrongly, I think I have been a role
model to many and I have washed away many pre-conceived ideas. I
have gone on my own to register myself as a resident in the town hall of
Donostia. I have also gone on my own to get my national identity card
issued. That is me, he who cannot speak.
I have always been an adventurer and it is something that gives me no
regret. I am not a hero either.
I am simply, Jose Manuel Mancisidor Olaizola, a.k.a, Budy.
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Epilogue
It is in this space I would like to give my sincerest apologies to those
who live in Zumaia, especially so in the way in which I sold lottery
tickets throughout those twenty-two or so years. I would shout, or
endlessly ring the bell on my wheelchair, so as to make people buy a
ticket from me, regardless of whether they wanted to or not. I also
felt bad being in that situation. Forgive me.
My sincerest thanks to all my friends, and all those who have
helped me. I apologize if I have ever failed them because of life´s
circumstances.
It is my greatest wish that this book serves to start from a clean slate.
Thank you one and all, or, as we say in Basque, “Eskerrik asko.”
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I’m Budy. I have got cerebral palsy. But I am
not sick. Cerebral palsy is a brain injury and it
usually occurs during childbirth. In my case it
was caused by the lack of oxygen, because of
the amniotic fluid I swallowed. I am not sick,
this is the way I am and that’s it. I have many
physical limitations: I can’t talk, I can’t walk,
I hardly use my hands, I can’t dress myself, I
can’t have a shower or eat on my own. I am
forty-seven and the list of the things I cannot
do is endless, but I’ve been quite independent
and lived alone for 20 years.
This is my story. My life. The life of a guy with
CP (cerebral palsy) whose body has failed, but
not his head.
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